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CALVIN BOWMAN 1972-

The Curly Pyjama Letters (composed 2012)
With text and program illustrations by Michael Leunig / Commissioned and
premiered in 2012 by Flinders Quartet with support from Richard Gubbins
X

The writing of incidental music for some of Michael Leunig's The
Curly Pyjama Letters occurred straight after I had completed a
song cycle for soprano and piano to Leunig texts for the Lyrebird
Society in Melbourne. I hope, in the near future, to continue this
exploration of Leunig's prose and poetry through the creation of
further works as I feel his aesthetic and outlook compliment my
own extremely well. It's a privilege to be able to work with words
which so unashamedly go straight to the heart. The work is
dedicated to Amber van Dreven. - Calvin Bowman, March 2012

Calvin Bowman is an exclusive Decca/UMA artist, and the song
cycle mentioned in his program note above has since been
released on his artsong album, titled Real and Right and True.

I Unknown Origin. With apologies to Anon.
Dear Vasco,

The rose plants have just, this day, been made available at the
Curly Flat rose farm. As usual, a small ensemble from the
Academy of Ancient Music performed a selection of old airs and
dances in celebration. I purchased two roses for my collection:
“Baby’s Bottom” and “Grandmother’s Kiss”. Like all roses from
the farm the origins of these two plants are unknown: they are old
“mystery roses” and, of course, the ensemble only played old
music of unknown authorship, probably composed by birds in the
dawn of history. “Baby’s Bottom”, as you might imagine, has a
plump, rounded flower with pink petals of the most delicate
texture and colour. The perfume is delightfully reminiscent of a
baby’s breath. “Grandmother’s Kiss” has a large, blowsy, crinkled
flower with an abundance of big loose petals of deep crimson. It
has a distinct “handbag” fragrance which comes in great volumes
and alters markedly as the day progresses. The evening aroma is
quite different to the aroma of the morning.

How arresting is the credential, “unknown
origin”! How deep and rich it seems. How
vibrant and free and magical, like a talisman,
seems that creature, that plant or that thing
of “unknown origin”.

Enjoy the sea of madness Vasco. It is the wildest of the seven
seas certainly, but the most wondrous sailing can be had there.
Above you is the sky of gladness, all so full of ancient music and
babies’ breath and birds and the perfume of roses!

Good health Vasco
yours faithfully
Mr. Curly.

II Ceremony of the Butterfly’s Choice
Dear Vasco,

just a quick note from Curly Flat to let you know the result of this
year’s Ceremony of the Butterfly’s Choice. After much drama and
nervous deliberation on the part of the insect and much gasping
from the crowd, the butterfly finally settled on the lavender. This,
of course, will be of consequence in the conduct of courtships,
funerals, the teaching of songs to children and a host of other
ordinary daily matters. The last time we had a lavender year
many chickens came home to roost and I would welcome that
were it to happen again. It was a very good year.

I must fly. Yours sincerely
Mr. Curly

THIBAUD PAVLOVIC-HOBBA guest violin
NICHOLAS WATERS violin
HELEN IRELAND viola
ZOE KNIGHTON cello

CHRIS MOORE narrator / viola
RICHARD PIPER director
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III Steady Plodding. With apologies to Schubert
Dear Mr. Curly,

I have not written to you for quite some time, I suppose because
there has been very little to report. My journey appears to have
developed into a process of steady plodding which I rather like.
When you plod, everything seems to take forever and forever is a
lovely thing once you stop being scared of it.

Strange, how something that takes a lot of time can give a
feeling that there is a lot of time – and a lot of space and a good
measure of ease. So onward I plod, through beautiful things and
terrible things, too numerous to mention, with my duck ahead of
me and my gargling angel to protect me from above. I am well
and I hope you are too.

Best wishes; yours truly,
Vasco Pyjama.

P.S. Is it “gargling” angel or “guardian” angel? Somebody once
suggested it should be “guardian” but I grew up believing it was
“gargling” – “My gargling angel” and that’s how I think of it. Oh
well, whatever; it seems to care for me!

IV Life is a Miracle
Dear Mr Curly,

it’s springtime where I am at present; the sun is shining and the
birds are singing beautifully – life is a miracle. There are so many
astonishing and wonderful things to talk about. I’ll write again
soon.

lots of warm wishes,
Vasco.

P.S. A great thing has happened. I’ve fallen in love.

V Swirling Season
Dear Vasco,

swirling season has come to
Curly Flat and there is much
much whirling and twirling.

Wish you were here.
Love, Mr. Curly.

VI Friends Like Fronds. With apologies to Noël Coward
Dear Vasco,

I’ve composed a little poem for you in honour of spring; it’s a
tongue twister called “Friends Like Fronds”.

I’m fond of friends like fronds.

I am Quite frondly, I would say.

Friends behave like fronds and fronds

Like friends in every way.

I hope you like it.

Yours frondly
Mr. Curly.

VII Autumn Has Come

Dear Vasco,

autumn has come once more to Curly Flat. The leaves are falling,
the days are becoming shorter and certain birds have already
departed. In the forest, yesterday evening, I came upon a child
crouched over a tiny grave and placing flowers carefully around
the little cross made of twigs. I learned from the child that it was
a bird’s grave and when I asked what kind of bird the child, after a
long pause, simply replied, “a small brown bird.” I left the child
to its devotions and passed on into a darker part of the forest
with all its grandeur and peace, and was there filled suddenly with
a great grief and also a great, tender joy and gladness for what I
had just seen. Then, a little tearfully, I lay down on the forest
floor to contemplate the divinity of children and small brown
birds and, so doing, I fell into a deep and blissful sleep on a bed
of ferns. How I love the forest Vasco and how radiant is the
autumn with all its dying and going to sleep.

Warm wishes to yourself and the duck

Yours truly,
Mr. Curly

P.S. Such tears and such sleeps are very good for the complexion,
so I’m told!

X

IAIN GRANDAGE 1970-
after FELIX MENDELSSOHN 1809-1847

Puck's Dream (after Midsummer) (composed 2018 / 1826)
X

The overture to A Midsummer Night’s Dream was written in
1826 when Mendelssohn was a mere seventeen years old, and
after already having completed his monumentally successful
octet and twelve string symphonies. Indeed, there is good
reason why, during his lifetime, he was revered and considered a
worthy successor to Mozart and Beethoven. It seems a shame
that Mendelssohn often goes under the radar in today’s
programming. Robert Schumann said that, “Mendelssohn is the
Mozart of the nineteenth century, the most illuminating of
musicians, who sees more clearly than others through the
contradictions of our era and is the first to reconcile them.”
One of history’s most privileged composers, Mendelssohn’s
family hosted Sunday soirees every second week and it was for
these that much of his early music was composed. The family
had recently added A Midsummer Night’s Dream to their library
and it was often acted out in their parlour. It was for one of
these at-home performances that Mendelssohn composed a two
piano version to play with his sister, Fanny. He orchestrated it
almost immediately afterwards as it was so incredibly successful.

Puck’s Dream is by no means a direct narrative of the story as we



know it, or a dilution of the complex narrative by Shakespeare.
Rather, it is taking the spirit of Puck (and perhaps some fairies)
and celebrating some of his monologues that we know and love.
Iain Grandage has interwoven his own music with
Mendelssohn’s, creating the underscoring for the text which has
resulted in a totally new work. The madness and
mischievousness of Puck together with the magic he weaves
connects the music of Mendelssohn and Grandage two centuries
apart. It’s certainly a fantastical ride!
Iain Grandage is one of Australia’s most prolific artistic
collaborators. Having won no less than seven Helpmann awards,
the Sidney Myer Performing Arts Award for an individual, Green
Room and APRA/AMCOS awards, his contribution to Australia’s
cultural ecosystem is immense. Artistic Director of the Port Fairy
Spring Festival from 2016 to 2018, he has recently been
appointed Artistic Director of the Perth International Arts
Festival.

JOHANNES BRAHMS 1833-1897

String Quintet No. 2 in G major, Op. 111 (composed 1890)
I. Allegro non troppo, ma con brio
II. Adagio
III. Un poco Allegretto
IV. Vivace ma non troppo presto
X

As musicians, we’re all incredibly self-critical, but Brahms took
this to a new level, continually burning and destroying
manuscripts with which he was unhappy. As a result, we only
have 24 surviving chamber works of Brahms. He also recalled
and destroyed most of his personal correspondence with
friends, much to the annoyance of historians. Nevertheless, it
seems we have quite a vivid picture of this quintessential
romantic figure.
Today, we tend to associate Brahms with a “fat and rich” sound
(even though current research indicates performances of that
period would have been more classical than romantic, compared
to today’s performance practice) but it seems that Brahms’ overt
physical masculinity was a long time coming. His voice didn’t
break until he was 24 (he injured it trying to talk deeply,
prematurely) and his famous beard was not able to be grown
until the age of 45. If you look up Brahms on YouTube, you can
even hear an old recording of him speaking in a rather curious
high-pitched tone.
This second quintet was written in 1890 whilst on holiday, at the
very mature age of 57. He would go for a morning stroll while
collating ideas in his head and then sketch them out in the
afternoon. He declared to his friend, Eusebius Mandyczewski,
“I’ve been tormenting myself for a long time with all kinds of
things, a symphony, chamber music and other stuff, and nothing
will come of it. Above all, I was always used to everything being
clear to me. It seems to me that it’s not going the way it used to.
I’m just not going to do any more.”

It seems these words were more than a crisis of confidence. In a
note which accompanied the score to his publisher, Simrock, he
said, “With this note you can take leave of my music, because it is
high time to stop.” (He didn’t stop, he was enticed to write the
clarinet quintet the following year by the outstanding playing of
Richard Mühlfeld.)
We had always wondered how this quintet got the nickname
“The Prater” and it seems the story is not as illustrious as we

thought. Apparently one of Brahms’ friends commented on the
high spirited and positive nature of the composition and said it
was like “Brahms in the Prater”, which was an amusement park in
Vienna. To which Brahms replied: “You’ve hit it! Among all the
pretty girls.”

This work uses material that was found in sketches for a fifth
symphony and indeed, the quintet sports an orchestral flavour.
In the opening, the first players complained to Brahms that the
writing was so thick, the cello melody would not be heard.
Apparently Brahms agreed to modify it, but never did. Such is
life.

The Curly Pyjama Letters text by Michael Leunig.
All other program notes copyright © 2018 Flinders Quartet. All rights reserved.

CHRIS MOORE – narrator / viola
Previous to his appointment as Principal
Viola of the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra, Christopher Moore spent the
better part of ten years gallivanting
across the globe as Principal Viola of the
Australian Chamber Orchestra. He
learned quite a lot during this time and
played with some of the finest musicians
Australia and the world have to offer,
but arguably the biggest influences in
his life are his wife Jill (double bass/
piano/ukulele) his daughters Isabella
(viola – her idea, not Christopher’s!) and
Dorothea (piano). Perhaps not the best combination for a killer
family band but we will have to wait and see.

When not playing his viola, Christopher spends his time thinking
of all the practice he should be doing while he brews beer and
tends his ever expanding flock of chickens which include Silkies,
Belgian d’Uccles, Silver Laced Wyandottes and Plymouth Rocks.

Christopher plays on a 1937 Arthur E. Smith viola affectionately
known as ‘Martha’ which he has strung up with gut strings
(sheep gut, not chicken).

Chris Moore’s participation is generously supported by Yvonne von Hartel AM and

Robert Peck AM, peckvonhartel architects

FLINDERS QUARTET ~ NEXT CONCERT
Sunday 12 August, 2pm | Library at the Dock, Docklands
2018 Composer Development Program Performance

Tickets are free, but bookings essential. Visit flindersquartet.com for full

information and booking details

Want to get in touch with Flinders Quartet?
E: admin@flindersquartet.com W: www.flindersquartet.com

T: 0417 798 523 Wendy Avilov, Manager

Warm thanks to creative and technical geniuses who helped
us realise this concert program:

RICHARD PIPER, director

JIM ATKINS, sound

CLARE SPRINGETT, lighting design (Hawthorn & North Sydney)
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